


In the realm of interior design, elevating spaces without a complete overhaul

demands a delicate balance of creativity and finesse. Haute Design Experts

specialize in this art, redefining spaces with impactful strategies or elements

that can effortlessly align with an elevated sense of style and sophistication.

Elevate Your Space: Haute Design Experts’ Guide
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Ryan Hughes Design

Defining and enhancing luxury outdoor rooms does not always require major

construction or a complete revamp. When professionally planned, outdoor

living spaces can provide a sense of purpose and personalization through the

addition of properly curated furnishings, artistic elements, or simply custom

textile selections.  Whether to define a space for dining, lounging,

entertaining or family fun, the selection of seating styles, motifs and

constructions can be an impactful strategy.  The professional designers at

Ryan Hughes Design know that every design motif available for interiors is

now being durably produced for outdoor living as well.  Whether for

lounging or dining, exterior furnishings are available in constructions built

to last in the out-of-doors including all-weather wicker to durable wood or

long-lasting metals.  Artisan created sculpture or greenery-wall art are

enhancements that continue to not only define outdoor rooms, but also

deliver a very personal centerpiece without the need to rework an entire

gathering space.  Finally, with the innovation occurring in performance

textiles, exclusivity and customization to seating, cushioning, and pillows

can elevate the vibe in any luxury outdoor space. 
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The EBH Group

Design is an experience; it’s about celebrated the unexpected.

Here are some exclusive and impactful strategies and elements to enhance a

space with an elevated sense of style and sophistication, without requiring a

full redesign:

Statement Lighting: Invest in statement lighting fixtures that serve as focal

points in the room. Whether it's a modern chandelier, a sculptural pendant

light, or a vintage-inspired sconce, unique lighting can instantly elevate the

ambiance of a space and add a touch of luxury.

Artwork and Sculptures: Curate a collection of exclusive artwork and

sculptures that reflect your personal taste and style. Choose pieces from

renowned artists or emerging talents that evoke emotion and intrigue,

serving as conversation starters and adding a sense of refinement to the

space.

Custom Furniture: Commission custom furniture pieces tailored to your

exact specifications and preferences. Whether it's a bespoke sofa, a

https://www.hauteresidence.com/designer/the-ebh-group/


handcrafted dining table, or a custom-built shelving unit, investing in

unique furniture pieces adds a sense of exclusivity and sophistication to your

home.

Designer Accessories: Invest in designer accessories and accents that

showcase your discerning taste and style. Whether it's a designer vase, a

luxury candle, or a sculptural “objet d'art”, curated accessories can elevate

the visual appeal of a space and add a touch of sophistication to any room.By

incorporating these exclusive and impactful strategies and elements into

your home, you can elevate your space with a heightened sense of style and

sophistication, reflecting your discerning taste and personal aesthetic

preferences.
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Elizabeth Cinquini Interiors 

When it comes to elevating your space without a complete overhaul,

Elizabeth Cinquini Interiors is sharing several impactful strategies to

consider. One approach is to focus on statement pieces that speak volumes

about your style and sophistication. Invest in unique artwork, designer

furniture, or custom lighting fixtures that serve as focal points, instantly

upgrading the ambiance of the room.
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Another effective strategy is to play with textures and finishes. Introduce

luxurious materials like velvet, marble, or brass accents to add depth and

richness to your space. Layering different textures through rugs, throw

pillows, and curtains can also create a sense of opulence and refinement.

Additionally, don't underestimate the power of thoughtful accessorizing.

Incorporating curated collections of decorative objects, such as vases,

sculptures, or books, can add personality and character to your interiors,

showcasing your discerning taste and style. Take this dining room, for

example. The client cherished their timeless dining table, so instead of a full

redesign, we opted for strategic updates. By swapping traditional chairs for

vibrant, patterned ones and adding sleek leather armchairs at the head, we

injected a burst of personality and modernity into the room. The final touch?

A colorful hand-knotted rug that tied everything together. These subtle yet

impactful changes breathed new life into the space, making the antique table

the focal point in a fresh, elevated setting. It's a testament to how small

adjustments can yield significant transformations, proving that you don't

need a complete overhaul to achieve stunning results. Sometimes, all it

takes is a keen eye for design and a willingness to think outside the box to

create a space that feels entirely new. Have fun with it!
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